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Sales Represenative
Remuneration: R3000 - R6000 per month market-related 
Location: Hazyview
Education level: Matric
Job level: Student
Travel requirement: Occasional
Type: Permanent
Reference: #CM72
Company: In Vision Marketing

Job description

Candidate ! Candidate ! Come embark this marvelous journey at Maenetja Direct Marketing. Our company is searching
for a well , outspoken , a person who is ready to be on the spot. As a candidate you should know how to communicate
with customers, give them good features about what we are giving them such as the product. 

More knowledge will consider this an awesome ticket , this grants you so much effort that we are looking for at Maenetja
Direct. Our company expects , exceptional results with a good well being. You need to have sense of humor , bubbly ,
positive. Do not doubt yourself. The current rate of unemployment , which we want it to be no more as the marketing
company, we are picking up everyone who will end up benefitting at the end of the day. 

Our job is to have a solid build up and getting a marketing team that is ready to explore. You will have the exposure to
great opportunity. Take charge on leading a team to aim targets. By management you set out the KPL also the meeting
targets. Know how to engage when handing out our product to clients. 

Our aim as the company is to have our branch all over cross South Africa. As dedicate we are , you need to be
dedicated yourself too. Trust yourself, this is not difficult right? Come explore the great opportunity. Don't sleep on the
opportunity time to make a change! 

You will need to have a different way of having a good customers approach to our customers, give us epic work, good
posture , great pitch. 

What is awesome about our opportunity, you will get free training , commission, exposure to more travel , opportunity to
also grow. Get to do the companies activities. Our work environment is vibrant, loud, awesome energy. 

We need your matric certificate , NQF 4 equivalent / higher

Requirements

Pleasant and responsible 
Vibrant and capture 
fist rate and customer service 
Aspiring and out spoken
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Apply
Charlotte Madonsela
madonselacharlotte921@gmail.com
061 543 4211/ 067 444 7626

Or apply with your Biz CV
Create your CV once, and thereafter you can apply to this ad and future job ads easily.
Apply

https://www.bizcommunity.co.zw/ApplyForPosition.aspx?l=238&c=1&jaid=0&jid=440104
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